
 

Afternoon Alert - Wednesday, June 14, 2017 

 

The following information reflects the reporting of the cited news media and does not reflect 
the opinions of the U.S. Embassy in Tokyo. Japan Media Highlights is intended for USG use 
only and should not be forwarded. Visit the website here. For more information, contact 
TokyoMATT@state.gov. 

 

HEADLINES 

Noon news 

NHK, TBS, and TV Asahi led with reports that the ruling parties are expected to reject censure 

motions against two ministers today and voting on the anti-conspiracy bill is scheduled for tomorrow. 

NTV gave top play to reports that North Korea has released an American student who was taken 

into custody in January 2016. Fuji TV gave top play to a report that comedian Atsushi Tsutsumishita 

was found sitting in a daze in the driver's seat of a car parked in the middle of a busy street in 

Setagaya Ward, Tokyo, early this morning. 

SECURITY 

USG releases statement warning against cyberattacks by North Korea 

NHK reported this morning that the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and the FBI released a 

statement on Tuesday warning that North Korean hackers are launching cyberattacks against 

financial institutions, media outlets, and critical infrastructure around the world and that it is highly 

likely that they will continue to do so in order to achieve North Korea's military and strategic goals. 

The network said the U.S. is calling for measures to update outdated software. According to the 

network, the USG referred to the group of North Korean hackers as the "Hidden Cobra" and plans to 

work closely with private firms to investigate the group. 

 Kadena mayor to boycott military ceremony in protest of parachute training 

The two major Okinawa dailies front-paged stories saying the local community is angry about 

the parachute drop training to be performed at Kadena AB tonight, with Okinawa Times reporting 

that Kadena Mayor Toyama has decided not to attend a change of command ceremony at the 
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installation on July 10 as a protest against what he called the U.S. military’s “disregard of U.S.-Japan 

agreements and the feelings of local residents.” The mayor has already informed the base 

authorities that he will not attend the event. The paper said this will be the first time for the municipal 

leader to decline an invitation to a base event as a protest.      

•  Major defense deal still eludes Japan   (Nikkei Asian Review) 

•  U.S. pledge to Japan: Security overrides trade talks with China   (The Asahi 
Shimbun) 

•  Defense Ministry agency mulls allowing international solicitation of research 
proposals   (Mainichi) 

•  Editorial: Former Okinawa Governor Ota fought to change Tokyo’s 
attitude   (The Asahi Shimbun) 

INTERNATIONAL 

American student released from North Korea 

NHK reported this morning that Secretary of State TIllerson said during a congressional hearing on 

Tuesday that Otto Warmbier, a 22-year-old American university student who was imprisoned in 

North Korea in January 2016, has been released. The network said several U.S. media are reporting 

that Warmbier became ill while in prison and is currently in a coma. A State Department official 

reportedly told the network that the U.S. side confirmed the health condition of Warmbier with the 

North Korean mission to the UN on June 6, and Special Representative for North Korea Policy 

Joseph Yun was sent to Pyongyang to negotiate his release. The network said North Korea is still 

detaining three American nationals, adding that the State Department plans to continue to negotiate 

with North Korea for their release. 

 •  Japan sounds out China, S. Korea about holding summit in late July   (Kyodo News) 

•  EU chief negotiator arrives in Japan for EPA talks   (Asahi) 

•  Nikai lays groundwork for improving Japan-S. Korea ties   (The Japan News) 

•  Japan-U.S. economic dialogue: risk and strategy   (The Japan Times) 

•  Opinion: Confronting the North Korean Threat   (Kyodo News) 

•  Japan warns travelers of China’s espionage arrests   (Nikkei Asian Review) 

•  U.S. pork industry chief eager for early trade deal with Japan after Trump’s TPP 
withdrawal   (The Japan Times) 
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•  Editorial: Moon should push S. Korean public to accept ‘comfort women’ 
accord   (The Mainichi) 

•  Cartoon: President Trump   (Asahi) 

POLITICS 

•  Prime minister’s schedule on June 13   (Nikkei) 

•  Main points of interpellations at Upper House Judicial Affairs Committee, June 
13   (Tokyo Shimbun) 

•  Interview: Real issue of Kake is a battle over regulation   (The Japan News) 

•  MEXT state minister hints whistleblowing on Kake school scandal document 
may be “illegal”   (Tokyo Shimbun) 

•  Cartoon: Kake scandal   (Sankei) 

•  SDF should be added to Constitution by creating “Article 9-2,” LDP’s 
Yasuoka   (Mainichi) 

•  Editorial: Why won’t Cabinet Office conduct in-depth probe into Kake 
scandal?   (The Mainichi) 

•  Editorial: Make voters fully aware of newly zoned lower house 
constituencies   (The Japan News) 

OPINION POLLS 

•  Cabinet and political party support rates, NHK public opinion poll   (NHK Online) 

•  22% plan to vote for Tomin First, 17% for LDP in Tokyo assembly election, 
Tokyo Shimbun poll   (Tokyo Shimbun) 

•  Opinion poll & results from Tokyo Shimbun poll on Tokyo Metropolitan 
Assembly election   (Tokyo Shimbun) 

•  LDP supporters negative about constitutional amendment may turn to Tomin 
First   (Tokyo Shimbun) 

•  LDP and DP respond to Tomin First’s good showing in Tokyo assembly election 
poll   (Tokyo Shimbun) 
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ECONOMY 

•  Abe’s big gamble on casinos   (Nikkei Asian Review) 

•  Ruling parties submit bill on gambling addiction prevention   (Yomiuri) 

•  Japan wants 10,000 Asian elderly care workers in 3 years   (Nikkei Asian Review) 

•  Labor group chief plans to step down after serving only one term   (Nikkei) 

•  New Nuclear Regulation Authority commissioner questions validity of 40-year 
operation rule   (Mainichi) 

•  Research whaling started off coast of Abashiri in Hokkaido for first time in 30 
years   (Mainichi) 

EDUCATION 

•  Foreign students to be excluded from enrollment limit for universities in 
Tokyo   (Nikkei) 

•  Number of foreign students at public schools who lack Japanese language 
skills hits record high   (The Japan Times) 

SOCIETY 

There’s life after the loss of a spouse 

NHK's "Close-up Gendai +" reported  that elderly widows and widowers are attempting to enjoy life 

after overcoming their loss, saying that companies are also paying attention to this segment of the 

population. The program said there are new businesses targeting people who have lost a spouse, 

such as package tours for single travelers and counseling services on remarriage. Noting that the 

average life expectancy is likely to reach 100 in the not-to-distant future, the program said 

many people will have time to enjoy life after the loss of their spouse. 
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